Each reference cited in the text must appear in the reference list and each entry in the reference list must appear in the text. Arrange entries in alphabetical order by last name, use hanging indents, and double-space the entire reference list. For additional information and examples not included here, take a look at the following resources:

- APA Style Help
- APA Style Blog
- Purdue OWL
- Citing Images

Book – Single Author


Book – More than one author


Book – Electronic

(use the doi if available, if no doi use the URL)


Chapter or entry in a reference book


Journal article -- Electronic

(use doi if available, if no doi use the URL of the journal)


Revised December 2018
Journal article – print only

Website

*When you are citing a particular document or piece of information from a website*, include both a reference list entry and an in-text citation. The key to creating the reference list entry is to determine the type of content on the web page. *Basically, provide the following four pieces of information:*


*When there is no author for a web page, the title moves to the first position of the reference entry:*


Document from website—Non Government


Government Report from a website


Video recording


Law